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Abstract: The smart cards are playing a vital role in the online transaction where we
cannot verify the cardholder in person. The phishing websites may spoof the data in

between the client site and the merchant site. To protect the data and transaction here we
are introducing the three level authentications. In proposed methodology there are two
phases i.e. Registration and login. During registration phase manipulate the password

which will encrypt and divided into two partitions i.e. partition 1 will stored in the user or

client side, partition 2 will stored in server side. Next level is to upload the user photo

which will encrypt and split into two shares each are stored separately. At last zero
knowledge code will be get updated and it is also get stored as two parts. During the login

phase before starting the transaction the user and server must reveal their three authentic
information shares if both stacked data got match then the user is valid and server is not a
phishing website.

Keywords: Zero Knowledge, Encryption, Decryption, Smart Card, Authentication,
Password.

INTRODUCTION

In the online transaction the secured environment is one of the important factors; to provide the
secured environment here we are proposing three level authentications. During the registration phase
three important authentic information are entered by the user. All the details are introduced in to the
processing and then split into two shares. Each individual shares are stored in client and server side.

In the registration phase to do verification on user, reveal the two shares from client and server the
user verify the server for phishing website and server verify the user authentication? The shares
maintaining in two databases are encrypted one without knowing the encryption technique and share 2
one cannot get the card holder and card information.
The phishing websites cannot be detected in normal transaction procedure, but in our methodology
while doing transaction one cannot enter their card information without uploading the correct
information in the client side database also server should upload the registered information now the
client shares and server shares are to be stacked together for getting the original authentic information.
Now if the user communicating with phishing website they cannot produce the correct information.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work on smart card is reviewed in Section II. In section III
describes Existing Methodology, in section IV deals with proposed methodologies, in section V describes
Implementation and Section VI describes Conclusion and Future Work.

RELATED WORK

Rolf Oppliger, Ruedi Rytz, Thomas Holderegger et al [1] suggest Although current mechanisms protect
against offline credential stealing attacks, effective protection against online channel-breaking attacks
requires technologies to defeat man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, and practical protection against
content-manipulation attacks requires transaction-authentication technologies.
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Eun-Jun Yoon, Eun-Kyung Ryu, and Kee-Young Yoo et al [2] proposed an improvement to Chien et al.’s
scheme to prevent from some weaknesses. However, the improved scheme is not only still susceptible to
parallel session attack, but also insecure for changing the user’s password in password change phase.

Accordingly, the current paper presents an enhancement to resolve such problems. As a result, the
proposed scheme enables users to change their passwords freely and securely without the help of a
remote server, while also providing secure mutual authentication1.

Sung Bum Pan, Daesung Moon, Younhee Gil, Dosung Ahn, and Yongwha Chung et al [3] propose an
ultra-low memory fingerprint matching algorithm and implement it on a 32-bit smart card. We first
evaluated both the number of instructions erected and memory requirement of each step of a typical
fingerprint matching algorithm.

Then we developed a memory-efficient algorithm for the most memory consuming step alignment by
doing more computations in the restriction of the real-time requirement. Our experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm can reduce the required memory space by a factor of 62 and can be ere cured
in real-time on a 32-bit smart card.

Chao Shen,, Zhongmin Cai, Xiaohong Guan, Youtian Du, and Roy A. Maxion, et al [4] presents a simple
and efficient user authentication approach based on a fixed mouse-operation task. For each sample of the
mouse-operation task, both traditional holistic features and newly-defined procedural features are
extracted for accurate and fine-grained characterization of a user’s unique mouse behavior. Distancemeasurement and eigen space-transformation techniques are applied to obtain feature components for
efficiently representing the original mouse feature space. Then a one-class learning algorithm is employed
in the distance-based feature Eigen space for the authentication task. The approach is evaluated on a
dataset of 5,550 mouse-operation samples from 37 subjects. Extensive experimental results are included
to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach, which achieves a false-acceptance rate of 8.74%, a
false-rejection rate of 7.69% with a corresponding authentication time of 11.8 seconds. Two additional
experiments are provided to compare the current approach with other approaches in the literature. Our
dataset is publicly available to facilitate future research.
Wen-Shenq Juang et al [5] propose a novel user authentication and key agreement scheme using smart
cards for multi-server environments with much less computational cost and more functionality. The
major merits include: (1) users only need to register at the registration center once and can use permitted
services in eligible servers; (2) the scheme does not need a verification table; (3) users can freely choose
their passwords; (4) the computation and communication cost is very low; (5) servers and users can
authenticate each other; (6) it generates a session key agreed by the user and the server; (7) it is a noncebased scheme which does not have a serious time-synchronization problem.

Wen-Shenq Juang, Sian-Teng Chen, and Horng-Twu Liaw et al [6] propose a robust and efficient user
authentication and key agreement scheme using smart cards. The main merits include the following: 1)
the computation and communication cost is very low; 2) there is no need for any password or verification
table in the server; 3) a user can freely choose and change his own password; 4) it is a nonce-based
scheme that does not have a serious time-synchronization problem; 5) servers and users can authenticate
each other; 6) the server can revoke a lost card and issue a new card for a user without changing his
identity; 7) the privacy of users can be protected; 8) it generates a session key agreed upon by the user
and the server; and 9) it can prevent the offline dictionary attack even if the secret information stored in a
smart card is compromised.

Ren-Chiun Wang, Wen-Shenq Juang, and Chin-Laung Lei et al [7] proposed schemes, application
servers do not need to maintain a verification table and this admired merit is not addressed by previous
scholarship. Besides, the privacy of users is also addressed in Liao-Wang’s scheme. In this article, we
show that their schemes are not secure against the server spoofing and the impersonation attacks. Then
we propose a robust user authentication scheme to withstand these attacks and keep the same merits.

Wen-Shenq Jaung et al [8] propose a novel three-party key exchange scheme using smart cards. The
main merits of our scheme include: (1) there needs no verification, passwords or shared keys table in the
trusted server; (2) users can freely choose and change their own passwords; (3) the communication and
computation cost is very low; (4) two users can authenticate each other by the trusted server; (5) it
generates a session key agreed between two users; (6) it is a nonce-based scheme which does not have a
serious time synchronization problem.
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EXISTING SYSTEM
Existing Authorization Procedure
When the buyer starts the transaction, they are sent to secure servers to complete the checkout process.
The cardholder places an order at the merchant's site by clicking the "Send Order" button on the Review
Order page during checkout.

Fig. 1: Existing System
(First Data Merchant Services) FDMS sends the authorization request to the issuing bank (or credit
card association). The authorization request includes:
• The credit card number
• Expiration date
• The billing address (used for AVS validation)
• The CVV number (if entered)
• The amount of the order
The Issuing Bank (or Credit Card Association):

• Validates the card number and expiration
• Checks the amount of the order against the available credit
• Checks the billing address provided against the billing address on file
• Validates the CVV number (if provided)
If approved, the amount of the order is reserved from the total of available credit for the cardholder.

The Issuing bank (or Credit Card Association) sends the authorization response to FDMS. The
authorization response consists of either an approval along with Address Verification System (AVS) and
Card Verification Value (CVV) response codes or a decline. Depending on the state of the authorization,
the cardholder receives instructions or confirmation of the order.
In the above process there is no specific authentication process except password which can be easily
deceived by the intruders.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Text Substitution Cipher Algorithm Cryptography
Cryptography is the system where encryption and decryption techniques are used to the network and
computer for the security of the data. Encryption means the change of original information (plain text)
into another form by some operations (algorithm) and decryption means the techniques of getting the
original information by some operations (algorithm) from the encrypted data (cipher text).

During the registration the user will first enter the Key value and then the password, the entered
string of password is introduced into the cryptography algorithm using key value. Then obtained
encrypted value is divided into two partitions evenly. First part gets stored in client and second part
stored in server.
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Substitution Algorithm
Step-1: Accept the Password string.
Step-2: Accept the Key value from the user.
Step-3: Compute ASCII summation of Key value C.
Step-4: For Each character in password string do the following
Step-5: Find the ASCII value of the character.
Step-6: Compute M= ASCII value Mod 2
Step-7: If M==0 then
Encrypted Character = M+C
Else
Encrypted Character = M-C
Step-8: Now repeat Step 4 to step 7 to obtain the cipher text.
Step-9: Cipher Text is introduced for length calculation L.
Step-10: Compute L/2, Part1 = 0 to L/2 and Part 2 = L/2+1 to L.
Step-11: Individual Parts are stored in client and server respectively.
Image Encryption and Sharing Procedure

Given Passport size photo is a shared secret image with M X N pixels. The dealer can derive shadows
from M×N and generate 2 shared images. The new sharing process is introduced here. Given images, the
secret image can be recovered with no distortion. The cover images could be reconstructed with limited
distortion from specific value calculated.
Sharing Procedure

The dealer chooses Odd or Even value combination from the pixel of given image. To share the secret
image with the dealer converts given pixel of grayscale image into MXN pixel matrix. For instance, we
assume that the chosen number is equal to odd or even and if it is odd then the corresponding pixel
position is moved to share 1 and vice versa. The following algorithm illustrates the entire procedure in
detail.
The Algorithm

Step1- Take the input image and derive the M X N pixels.
Step2- Convert the given image into grayscale image. Apply the procedure to find the positions
(x1,y1),(x2,y2)…..(xn,ym) of the image pixels.
Step3- Use the function to calculate the odd or even characteristic of the image pixel position.
Step4- Maintain the two matrices called share 1 and share2.
Step5- Use step3 and split the odd pixels and even pixels in the manner that,.
(Odd, Odd), (Odd, Even) in share1 and (Even, Even)(Even, Odd) in share2.
Step6- Apply pixel positions in order for easy retrieval.
Step7- Apply pixel reversal to reverse the obtained pixels, in share1.
Step8- Store the reversed Pixel in matrix as image called share 1.
Step9- Apply pixel reversal to reverse the obtained pixels in share2.
Step10- Store Reversed Pixel’ ’in matrix as image called share 2.
Step11- Repeat point 1 to 10 for original image (i.e matrix of original image) to shared images
conversion.
Zero Knowledge Authentications

Zero knowledge protocols are fascinating tool for the authentication verification. The two stack
holders here are Prover and Verifier. The prover has to prove himself using queries generated by the
verifier. If the prover failed to prove himself he is not authenticated. Zero knowledge protocol consist of
two steps namely Identification and Operation. Identification schemes are methods by which a prover
may prove his or her identity without revealing knowledge that may be used by an eavesdropper to
impersonate the prover. The operation done by the verifier is to verify the details entered by the prover.
When the card holder completed registration by entering the personal data is sent to host server.
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The host server in turn verifies the pin number which is 1st phase of authentication. For second phase
of authentication zero knowledge technique is used.

Proposed System
In our proposed system there are two phases Registration and Login Phase. During the registration
phase the user should enter the three important authentic information and the information are encrypted
and split into two parts.
Registration Phase

In the registration phase the system acquiring three different authentication information,

1. User Password( with key string)
2. Passport size image of card holder.
3. Zero knowledge code to be updated.
Here all these information are encrypted and split into two different parts. Each part is going to get
stored in the client and server databases separately. The password is encrypted using substitution cipher
algorithm. Then the obtained text is divided into two. The image of the user should get uploaded in the
system. The image is shared using the algorithm and thus odd and even pixels are split into two shares. At
last zero knowledge updated code is also split into two parts. One part of the all above three is get stored
in client and another part will get stored in server database.

Fig. 2: Registration Phase
During the entering step input the required details such as password text, user image and the zero
knowledge code. Then in the encryption step with the respective algorithms discussed above given inputs
are encrypted. Then the encrypted outputs are splited into two halves. The two shares are get stored in
client (user) and the server machine.
Login Phase

During login phase the user need to enter Share 1 details of the password, uploaded image and
updated zero knowledge code, after that server reveal its share 2 both of the shares are going stacked
together and finally apply the decryption algorithm on password, Image and Zero knowledge code then
server verifies user password and client verifies the image and zero knowledge if both of them proved
themselves now client can enter the card information for secured transaction. Decryption can be done on
the password and image using the algorithms explained in the above section.

Fig. 3: Login and Verification Phase
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IMPLEMENTATION
In the suggested system first step is registration phase where users have to upload three different
information level by level. During the first level the user have to enter their password and password key
as depicted in the Fig.4.

Fig. 4: I Level authentication
In the second level they have to upload their photo. Then the user can get the share that was
encrypted using the respective algorithm.

Fig. 5: Image Encryption
Finally the user has to enter the zero knowledge code which can be updated at the end of the
transaction. During login phase the process has been reversed.

Fig. 6: Login and Verification phase
After processing the three inputs the user can either precede to the transaction, else if their identity is
not valid then exit from the login and it will not precede the transaction further. The validity of user will
be intimated to the server and validity of server will be intimated to user.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed methodology preserves smart card information of users using 3 levels of security. 1st
level verifies whether the card holder is a valid person or not. If the person is not valid he cannot enter
correct password and key for decryption. Second level of authentication is to verify whether the server is
a genuine/secure website or a phishing website, If the website is a phishing then in that situation, the
phishing website can’t display the image for that specific user due to the fact that the image is generated
by the stacking of two shares, one with the user and the other with the actual database of the website.

Third layer cross validates zero knowledge code which should get updated after the transaction is
over. This method provides additional security in terms of not letting the intruder log in into the account
even when the user knows the username of a particular user. In future we can add biometric features
with this methodology to enhance the security more. Also we can improve the cryptography by adding
unique private key.
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